
Angels and demons summary 

Impression:
       I have been a huge fan of mystery and crime novels since i was a
teen ,i was and i am still obsessed with the adventures of professor
Robert Langdon ,but if i really had to choose among the seven books ,
i would go with the world wide best seller angels and demons, for it
being a literal work  of art , that makes the readers’ emotions sway
from astonishment to facination to enthusiasm .                                          

summary:
     The novel is about the race of the Harvard symbologist Robert
langdon and the scientist Vittoria vetra  against time , they try to stop
vittoria’s stolen antimatter canister by a secret society from blowing
up the vatican .Under the circumstances of pope’s death and the
election of a new one they investigate to unravel ancient symbols
leading to illuminati’s secrets lair. The story showed  a twisted
historical and scientific inaccuracies ; as it unfolded the enternal
battle between science and religion . After diciphering sevral clues of
the four cardinals’ murder , they reached out  the conclusion  that the
cases are all related to the four altars of science  where each cardinal
faced his tragic end with a burn tag on their chests. Keeping the
readers on edge , it tutned out in the end that the papal secretary
was his illegitimate son , and he was behind evrything out of his
desire for vendetta  on the pope for deceiveing him all his life , and
for not being sincere towards believers and his son ; and most
importantly ,GOD.
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reflection: 
  The novel was pretty interesting, Dan brown showed several aspects
of his writing skills , it novel consissted  mystery , conspiracy theories      
and cryptography all togather to make Angels and demons , the
thriller that i never get tired of no matter how many times i read it . 


